PUBLICATION ETHICS AND PUBLICATION MALPRACTICE STATEMENT
International Journal for Traffic and Transport Engineering (IJTTE) is committed to the
academic community and in this regard, it stands for meeting the highest standards of publication ethics,
whereas the publication malpractice is strictly prohibited by all possible measures.

Articles submitted for publication in IJTTE are blind peer – reviewed, and all comments from the Reviewer
about the specific article are kept only between parties involved in the act of publishing: the journal editors,
the authors and the peer reviewers.

For this reason, it is necessary to agree upon standards of expected ethical behavior for stakeholders
previously mentioned.

Editors
The Editor will accept and screen submissions in English from any author, regardless of gender, nationality,
religious/political/sexual etc. orientation and believes. All submitted manuscripts will be considered for
publication free of charge. In order to achieve the highest level of objectivity and infringement of copyright
in the examination process, the Editors must not disclose any information about a submitted manuscript and
its Author to anyone other than the corresponding Author and Reviewers (including potential).

Based on the reports received from the Reviewers, the Editors have the right to accept or reject a manuscript
for publication, or to demand its modification.

Only the manuscripts with two positive revisions could be published. Whereas the decision about one
manuscript could not be made upon two required reports, additional opinion could be requested from
another Reviewer.

Final selection of papers for publication, and the form of publication, shall rest with the Editor.
Unpublished manuscripts must not be use in any purpose by Editors, and must be kept strictly confidential
from the third parties.

Authors will be informed about the decision on their manuscript as promptly as possible. Following
acceptance, a paper will normally be published in the next available issue.

Authors
The Author grants and assigns to the Publisher (City Net SR Center Ltd.) the copyright in the Article, which
is protected by the Law on copyrights and neighboring rights of the Republic of Serbia (Official Gazette of
the Republic of Serbia No. 104/2009).

According to the document that every Author is obliged to sign - The Author Agreement – the Author
warrants the following:
-

that the submitted article is his/her original work; any used works and/or words not being the
Author’s originally must be appropriately cited or quoted;

-

that it has not been previously published, nor even submitted, in any language, anywhere in the
world, in any media, in part or in whole, and that the Author’s work does not infringe any copyright,
nor violate any proprietary rights (exception from this rule are the manuscripts that are part of a
dissertation and/or were in part or in whole presented at a conference).

Reviewers
Reviewer should give his/her statement clearly and objectively, avoiding personal criticism and subjectivity.
All comments and suggestions from Reviewer should be followed with supporting arguments. Reviewer
obliges to keep all received manuscripts in strict confidentiality and must not use them for a personal
advantage.

The appropriate acknowledgments of all sources of data within the manuscript should be certified by the
Reviewer. Any similarity to published papers or a doubt to plagiarism must be immediately brought to the
Editor.

Reviewer should inform the Editor if having any professional issues, such as falling out of the subject of the
manuscript from his/her scope of research, or lack of time to make the proper examination.

